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Line nanopatterns are produced on the positive photoresist by scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM). A laser diode with
a wavelength of 450 nm and a power of 250 mW as the light source and an aluminum coated nanoprobe with a 70 nm aperture at the
tip apex have been employed. A neutral density filter has been used to control the exposure power of the photoresist. It is found that
the changes induced by light in the photoresist can be detected by in situ shear force microscopy (ShFM), before the development of
the photoresist. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the developed photoresist have been used to optimize the scanning
speed and the power required for exposure, in order to minimize the final line width. It is shown that nanometric lines with a
minimum width of 33 nm can be achieved with a scanning speed of 75 𝜇m/s and a laser power of 113 mW. It is also revealed that the
overexposure of the photoresist by continuous wave laser generated heat can be prevented by means of proper photoresist selection.
In addition, the effects of multiple exposures of nanopatterns on their width and depth are investigated.

1. Introduction
Nanolithography is of particular interest to the semiconductor industry because of shrinking feature sizes as well as
increased integration density [1–6]. It is well known that the
diffraction limit is one of the challenges faced when reducing
dimensions with conventional lithography techniques such
as photolithography. Hence, the minimum resolution of patterns created by conventional lithography methods is limited
to about 𝜆/2 [7], where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the light. Hence,
in order to achieve higher resolutions, expensive optical
focalization tools are required.
On the other hand, nanolithography methods based on
scanning probe microscopes (SPMs) are good alternatives to
the conventional methods because they are able to overcome
the Rayleigh limit because of their operation in the near-field.
These methods, also known as scanning probe nanolithography (SPL), provide a direct-write method and do not require
a separate mask for nanopatterning of the samples. Due to the
high cost of masks, especially in very small sizes, and the

time-consuming process of their preparation, SPL appears to
be economically efficient. Besides, the implementation of SPL
is a manageable and executable method in air without the
need for vacuum [8]; however, high vacuum tip-enhanced
resonance coupling (HV-TERS) system could improve the
efficiency of SPMs [9]. Although SPL is a powerful and high
resolution nanolithography method, the low speed nature of
this process due to pixel by pixel scanning of the sample
surface by the probe makes the method unusable for mass
production. However, this approach is profitable for fabrication in small quantities [8, 10]. Parallel nanoprobes are
used as a way to overcome this constraint, boosting its productivity [11–14]. Atomic force microscope (AFM), scanning
tunneling microscope (STM), and scanning near-field optical
microscope (SNOM) are among the apparatus which can be
modified and used in SPL techniques [15–19]. Patterning with
atomic resolution of about 1 Å has been predicted by AFM [1].
Among SPM techniques, the scanning near-field optical
nanolithography (SNOL) is a popular one. First outlined by
Synge [20], it has been considered as one of the important
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for nanopatterning photoresist using SNOM.

nonconventional lithography methods to fabricate nanostructures such as biological nanostructures [21, 22]. The
SNOL uses light which leaves no direct effect on the samples
and can achieve a resolution significantly higher than 𝜆/2 so
that nanolithography with resolution up to 𝜆/30 is possible
[22]. In SNOL, near-field light generated at the tip of a probe is
used as the light source to expose the photoresist. The patterns
are implemented with the scanning of the photoresist surface
with the tip. SNOL has been successfully demonstrated for
patterning of the different materials. Positive photoresist
[23, 24], negative photoresist [25], polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) resists [26, 27], conjugated polymer [28, 29], and
azopolymer films [30, 31] are some of organic materials which
have been patterned using different lithographic processes.
Minimum resolution achieved by this method combined
with a femtosecond laser is 20 ± 5 nm with 400 nm light on
photoresist [32]. In addition, SNOL has been carried out on
inorganic materials such as metals [33–35], H-passivated Si
[36], and liquid crystals [37].
In the present work, line nanopatterning of photoresist
was carried out using SNOM. A laser diode with a wavelength
of 450 nm was used as the power source. This research is
focused on the impacts of the experiment conditions on
characteristics of the nanopatterns. For this purpose, the
effects of scan speed of the probe on the width and depth
of nanopatterns were investigated in detail. Furthermore, the
size variations of nanopatterns caused by repeating the exposure process of the nanopatterns with the aim of silicon wafer
patterning were examined. Obtained results are expected
to be a useful experimental reference for nanofabrication
applications. Shear force microscope (ShFM) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM) were used to characterize the
patterns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup and preparation of the sample are conducted
in Section 2. Section 3 contains experimental results, including measuring width and length of nanopatterns. Finally,
Section 4 is devoted to the conclusions.

2. Experimental
A schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown
in Figure 1. The NT-MDT Ntegra Solaris SNOM was used
to perform this experiment. A 450 nm continuous wave laser
diode with maximum output power of 250 mW is employed
as the light source. The laser radiation is coupled into a
single mode optical fiber and the beam is transmitted into
a nanoprobe with an aperture radius of 70 nm. Transmission
efficiency of the used probe is 4 × 10−5 . The SNOM nanoprobe
is an adiabatic fiber taper which is coated by an aluminum
layer with a thickness of 100 nm [38]. The skin depth of
the aluminum layer is only about 10 nm [39]; hence, the
transmission of the laser light through coating layer could be
ignored. A U-shaped quartz resonator is used to control the
distance between the tip and the sample surface. This distance
should be less than the final desired resolution. During the
approaching of the nanoprobe to the sample surface, the
resonance frequency and the resonance phase of the system
consisting of the nanoprobe and quartz resonator change
because of the interactions between the tip and the sample in
the atomic scale (ShFM). A feedback loop is used to control
and keep a constant distance between tip and sample surface
during the scanning. The variations in the tip are detected
by a lock-in amplifier which drives the scanner along 𝑧-axis
to keep the magnitude of the interactions constant during
scanning.
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For the sample preparation, standard RCA cleaning
process was performed. For this purpose, n-type ⟨100⟩ silicon
wafers were first cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes
in order to remove particles which cannot be removed
using standard cleaning process. Second, the silicon wafers
were placed into a hot Trichloroethylene (TCE) solution (to
remove organic residues), acetone (to remove TCE residues),
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (to remove acetone residues), and
deionized (DI) water with a resistance of 18 MΩ (to remove
IPA residues), respectively. In the next step, the wafers were
placed into a piranha solution (H2 SO4 : H2 O2 with 3 : 1 ratio)
and DI water, respectively. After that, they were soaked in the
SC1 solution (DI water : H2 O2 : NH4 OH with 5 : 1 : 1 ratio at
75∘ C) and rinsed with DI water. Then, the wafers were rinsed
using the SC2 solution (DI water : HCL : H2 O2 with 5 : 1 : 1
ratio at 75∘ C) and finally rinsed with DI water and blow-dried
with high purity nitrogen gas. After the cleaning step, a thin
layer of Shipley 1813 positive photoresist was deposited on the
samples using two stages spin coating. The final thickness is
approximately 1.2 𝜇m. To reduce the final photoresist layer
thickness, the photoresist has been mixed with the diluent
Shipley 1813 before spin coating. In order to increase hardness
and adhesion, wafer was baked for 15 min at 90∘ C in the oven.
The required exposure dose for Shipley 1813 photoresist is
approximately 150 mJ/cm2 . It should be noted that chemical
absorption at wavelengths less than 400 nm (in the ultraviolet
range) is quite remarkable based on the datasheet. Hence, in
order to avoid overexposure, some sort of attenuation technique is required. The laser beam power can be attenuated by
using a neutral density filter at the laser output, or by means
of a conical aperture with low transmission coefficient. The
relationship between energy per unit area and output power
of the photoresist is given by
𝐸=(

𝑃out
) × 𝑡,
𝐴

(1)

where 𝑃out is the power of the light beam at the tip output
(laser power multiplied by the filter’s transmission coefficient
and the probe’s transfer efficiency), 𝐴 is exposure area (equal
to the probe’s aperture area), and 𝑡 is exposure time (the
average exposure time of the photoresist during aperture
movement). If 𝐷 is assumed as the aperture size, (1) is
transformed into the following:
𝐸=[

(𝑃in × 𝑇filter × 𝑇probe )
(𝜋 × (𝐷/2)2 )

]×[

𝐷
],
V

(2)

where V is the scan speed of the tip. Considering transfer
efficiency of 4 × 10−5 , an aperture radius of 70 nm, and assuming a scan speed of 10 𝜇m/s, the transfer coefficient of the
filter should be approximately 10−4 . Therefore, the laser power
should be weakened by 10−4 times. This can be achieved by
adjusting the neutral density filter.
Line nanopatterning of the photoresist was performed by
moving the nanoprobe over the sample surface while irradiating the surface by means of the laser beam coupled into
the probe. An electromagnetic shutter controlled by specially

designed controller (synced to the probe movement) was
employed for turning laser light on and off during lithography
process. Therefore, the desired pattern could be transferred
to the sample. In some cases, in situ ShFM was performed
in order to monitor the morphology changes on the resist
surface after the exposure. The photochemical reactions
between near-field light and photoresist make morphologic
changes in the resist leading to an altered volume of exposure
area and height of resist layer [40]. The resulting changes can
be detected due to the sensitivity of the shear force technique
to variations of the sample height. Afterward, the samples
were dipped in the Shipley 354 solvent solution for 45 seconds
and rinsed using DI water for 1 minute and nitrogen-dried.
After the development stage, the width and depth of the
produced patterns were measured using a SEM.

3. Results and Discussions
Laser beam power at the tip and the scanning speed of the
probe are of great importance in SNOL. Since SNOL is based
on photochemical reactions in the photoresist layer created
by the near-field light, the effective parameter in the width
and the depth of patterns is the total energy absorbed by
the resist. The higher the energy entered into the photoresist,
the higher the volume of the photochemical reactions in
the substance, and thereby deeper and wider patterns will
be produced. To reduce the pattern size, a low power laser
beam with high scanning speed is required to minimize the
amount of the light received by the photoresist. Furthermore,
in order to avoid melting the metal coating of the SNOM tip,
a lower power is recommended. Due to the difficulties in the
measurement of the power of near-field light, the scan speed
of the tip on the photoresist layer had to be changed for a
constant laser power. The distance between the tip and the
sample is also important to achieve small feature size. The
photoresist will be affected by the evanescent wave emitted
from the aperture of the SNOM tip, only if the distance is in
the near-field region. Otherwise, the lithography resolution
would be limited to the diffraction limit. According to the
Bethe-Bouwkamp model [41, 42], the evanescent field has
a Gaussian profile. At a specific distance of the tip and the
surface, the peak of the laser energy might be higher than
the exposure threshold of the photoresist that can expose the
photoresist. At this distance, the spot of the peak evanescent
energy should be controlled and made smaller than the
aperture size [32]. As mentioned before, a feedback loop is
employed to control this distance.
Figure 2 shows the one-dimensional (1D) topographic
image, 3-dimensional (3D) version of ShFM image (Figure 2(a)), and cross-sectional profile along a line with a length
of 25.03 𝜇m (Figure 2(b)) at a scan speed of 10 𝜇m/s. As one
can see, the depth of the line is approximately 15 nm and the
pattern width (which has been obtained based on the full
width at half maximum height (FWHM)) is approximately
200 nm. It should be noted that, for measuring topographical
changes of photoresist using ShFM, the patterns were first
created in the desired direction by moving the tip over the
sample surface and then the sample surface was scanned in
the opposite direction by the same tip.
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Figure 2: (a) A ShFM image and a 3D version of ShFM image of a line produced by SNOM with scan speed of 10 𝜇m/s at a constant laser
power. The shear force feedback is used to detect the morphological changes of the photoresist surface after exposure. (b) Cross-sectional
profile of the same line. The measured width and depth of the line are 200 nm and 15 nm, respectively.
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Figure 3: (a) SEM image of the line nanopatterns created with the tip of SNOM at scan speeds of 1, 2, 5, 15, 25, and 50 𝜇m/s. The lines were
detected in the developed photoresist samples. (b) The lines revealed through ShFM imaging in the irradiated photoresist before development.
The average scan speeds of the tip were set at 1, 5, 10, and 15 𝜇m/s. (c) SEM image of the developed photoresist sample. The best achieved
resolution in this experiment produced at scan speed of 75 𝜇m/s. The average thickness of the line is 33.23 nm.

In order to determine the minimum achievable width, the
scan speed was increased while keeping the laser power constant. Figure 3(a) shows the SEM image of the line patterns
created on the photoresist layer after photoresist development
with scanning speeds of 1 𝜇m/s, 2 𝜇m/s, 5 𝜇m/s, 15 𝜇m/s,
20 𝜇m/s, 25 𝜇m/s, and 50 𝜇m/s. The obtained line widths (as
measured with the SEM) are 511.7 nm, 350.1 nm, 245.7 nm,

169.8 nm, 147.3 nm, 124.8 nm, and 73.11 nm, respectively. It
should be noted that, due to the deposition of a 5–10 nm thick
gold layer prior to SEM imaging, the SEM underestimated
the value of width and depth of nanopatterns in this case for
approximately the same amount. To consolidate the obtained
results, topographic predevelopment ShFM images of the patterns with scan speed of 1 𝜇m/s, 5 𝜇m/s, 10 𝜇m/s, and 15 𝜇m/s
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are also presented in Figure 3(b). Our observations show
that higher scan speeds make the ShFM observation of the
morphological changes more difficult. Finally, as can be seen
in Figure 3(c), with a steady increase of scan speed, the
minimum visible line width of 33.23 nm (a resolution of about
1/13 of the laser wavelength) was obtained at a scan speed
of 75 𝜇m/s. The obtained results are mainly ascribed to the
fact that when the tip performs nanolithography with lower
scan speeds, it alters the higher volume of the photoresist
irradiated areas. But at higher speeds, it only makes superficial scratches on the resist layer without significant altering
of resist volume due to less light exposure. Extremely low scan
speeds (lower than 5 𝜇m/s) dramatically increase the pattern
width and degrade the resolution. This is mainly a result of the
Gaussian pattern of the laser output. In other words, while
the scanning tip passes through a point on the surface, all
adjacent points which are placed in distances below the output spot size (measured as FWHM of the Gaussian beam) are
also exposed. Hence, low scanning speed results in multiple
exposures of some unwanted points during the exposure process, resulting in extremely low resolution patterns. Figure 4
shows the changes in the pattern width and depth in terms
of the scanning speed at constant laser power. As can be seen,
pattern width and depth decrease with increasing scan speed;
however, depth decreases faster. The energy dose absorbed
by the surface of the resist is 20 times larger than that of
the resist under the surface [28]. Therefore, the width of the
nanopatterns increases faster than the depth at a lower scan
speed (higher energy dose).
Theoretically, the photoresist is only polymerized in the
illuminated region during the process. However, the energy
dose will be affected by the heat of the light due to the pulse
duration of the laser. Therefore, a larger area of the photoresist
is exposed and that will result in larger patterns. One of
the solutions could be using a femtosecond laser to decrease
the amount of energy transferred to other regions [32].
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Figure 5: (a) 3D version of ShFM image of the line nanopatterns
with different number of pattern exposures. The numbers of iterations change from 0 to 4. “0 times” means that the line was produced
at a constant laser power with scan speed of 10 𝜇m/s. Topographical
changes of the photoresist surface were detected before development
stage. (b) Plots of the average width and depth of patterns in terms
of the number of iterations of pattern exposure before development
of photoresist.

As mentioned before, the Shipley 1813 photoresist is an UV
photoresist. In this experiment, we employed SNOM combined with a conventional laser, a 450 nm (blue light) continuous wave laser diode, to form nanopatterns on the photoresist. The obtained minimum feature size is dramatically less
than the reported results in the similar studies (80–90 nm)
when SNOM was combined with conventional laser [23, 24].
It confirms that the heat effects due to the laser pulse duration
can be compensated by combining the use of conventional
lasers with low sensitivity photoresists.
In order to investigate the effects of radiation on the
depth, some of the samples were exposed repeatedly by multiple scanning. Figure 5(a) shows the variations in the width
and depth of the patterns with 1–4 times repetitions of the
exposure process at 10 𝜇m/s. For the purpose of comparison,
one line pattern without multiple exposures is also presented
and indicated as “0 time.” It is clear that, by increasing the
number of exposure iterations, the width and depth of the
patterns tend to increase quite significantly, such that, with
an increase in iterations from zero to four times, the average
depth of the lines increases from 15 nm to 94.2 nm and

6
the width of lines increases from 195 nm to 520 nm. Therefore, although the final resolution degrades, the aspect ratio
(defined by the depth of the patterns divided by the width)
increases by a factor of 2 using this approach. This may also
maintain the order of magnitude of the lateral dimensions
below the wavelength of the laser light. As a result, the produced nanopatterns on photoresist can be transferred to its
substrate by reducing the thickness of the photoresist.

4. Conclusion
The potential of SNOL as a powerful method to perform
nanolithography was investigated. Line nanopatterns were
created by scanning a conical nanoprobe (guiding a 450 nm
laser beam) with a 70 nm aperture over the positive photoresist layer. The effect of the scanning speed and multiple
exposures of patterns on the width and the depth of the
patterns were studied. It was shown that a line width as low as
33 nm (less than 1/13 of the laser wavelength) can be obtained
at a scan speed of 75 𝜇m/s, by means of a photoresist with
low sensitivity at the laser frequency (here, Shipley 1813), even
without femtosecond pulsed-laser beams. It is also found
that an increase in the scanning speed results in a direct
increasing in lithography resolution. It is also demonstrated
that ShFM can be used as a powerful tool for predevelopment
characterization of the patterns. Multiple exposures of the
samples were performed. The results indicate that although
the overall resolution of the lithography process decreases by
multiple exposures, the aspect ratio of the pattern increases.
This suggests that by proper selection of the experimental
conditions (such as resist thickness) high aspect ratio nanopatterns can be produced.
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